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SURFACES Announces Celebrity Showhome Tours
AUG 2022, DALLAS, TX | SURFACES from The International Surface Event (TISE) announces celebrity
showhome tours, September 24 and 25 in Malibu Hills, California. After 18 months of construction, it is time to
step inside the one-of-a-kind SURFACES Calibu Vineyard Celebrity Showhome and experience incredible
architecture, products, and design first-hand. This 7,300 square foot Malibu Hills Estate, developed by
celebrity designer and TV host Jennifer Farrell, will feed your appetite for contemporary interiors and offer an
up-close and personal look into design at its finest.

To add to the showhome tour and enhance the magical vineyard lifestyle at Calibu, SURFACES has created the
Wine & Design Experience for home tours attendees which combines the ultimate in luxury design, product
discovery, and inspiring destinations with tasting flights of Malibu Coast wines including the exclusive NEW
release of the Calibu Vineyard wines. Luxury shuttles will tour you through the beautiful Malibu Hills on this
multi-stop experience. Read more >

Home tour tickets are on sale now. Home tour participants have two options to participate in the home
tours. Attendees should register now as ticket are limited for this unique experience:
Information Classification: General

Calibu Vineyard Wine & Design One Day Pass is the full, exclusive wine and design experience. The pass
provides a full day of touring the full Calibu estate, meeting with product manufacturers, and hearing design
insights from Jennifer Farrell for your selected event date, either Saturday, September 24 from 10am to 4pm
or Sunday, September 25 from 10am to 4pm. Pass also includes an exclusive wine tasting flight at Calibu
Vineyard and at Heavens Hill Estate. Pass includes parking, round-trip shuttle to/from King Gillette Ranch,
Heaven’s Hill Estate and Calibu Vineyard, plus access to the virtual tour after the event dates for continued
sourcing and shopping.
The Calibu Vineyard Showhome Tour Only One Day Pass provides a full day of touring the full Calibu estate,
meeting with product manufacturers, and hearing design insights from Jennifer Farrell for your selected event
date, either Saturday, September 24 from 10am to 4pm or Sunday, September 25 from 10am to 4pm. Pass
includes parking, round-trip shuttle to/from King Gillette Ranch to Calibu and access to the virtual tour after
the event dates for continued sourcing and shopping.

A tastefully curated array of products and materials from the SURFACES Showhome: Calibu Vineyard partners
have been artfully infused into this estate, to create a bespoke design vision unlike any other. Tour attendees
will have the opportunity to shop and source the showhome during the tour by scanning product placards
placed throughout the estate, ask product questions with the brands, and discuss design insights directly with
the Calibu Vineyard celebrity designer, Jennifer Farrell.
As Project Partner in Appliances and Fixtures, Ferguson presents the best in appliances by Monogram,
exquisite fixtures by House of Rohl, with beautiful contributions by Signature Hardware and GE. Lamps Plus
luxury lighting is showcased both indoors and outdoors, including their exclusive brands. Herringbone floor
tile, large format porcelain slabs, and gorgeous mosaics are presented by Emser Tile. Best Cheer Stone offers
stunning counters and stone slabs throughout. And Eichholtz provides couture luxury furnishings as the
perfect complement to the Living Room. Mohawk's beautiful hardwood floors anchor the entire upstairs of
Calibu, while the amazing rugs from Karastan dazzle rooms throughout the home. Custom Comfort Mattress
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creates a one-of-a-kind bed for the Primary Suite, and California Closets makes the Primary Closet a dream
space. CMF provides bespoke wallpaper murals that install seamlessly with their easy-to-use magnetic
technology, and feature custom artwork from painter Charlotte Terrell and photographer Tess Hunt. 11
Ravens elevates gaming to an art form with the custom Vitro Table Tennis table. Rustica creates barn doors
that go beyond the barn, transforming closet spaces to luxury statements. Anderson/Tuftex presents
heirloom-quality carpet featured in the home. The outdoor kitchen is decked out with the ultimate in Lynx
appliances by Middleby, and ForeverLawn surrounds the exterior of the home with the finest in synthetic lawn
materials, including a putting green and pet run for a luxurious landscape that is as durable as it is beautiful.

ABOUT SURFACES SHOWHOME: CALIBU VINEYARD BY JENNIFER FARRELL
The SURFACES Showhome: Calibu Vineyard is a 7,300 square foot estate in California being developed in
partnership between Jennifer Farrell Designs and The International Surface Event. This unique remodel project
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has been unveiled virtually beginning in 2021 calling attention to some of the finest in design, surface materials,
and trends, all culminating in the opportunity to tour the home in-person in California and shop and source
through a fully photo-realistic virtual tour experience in September 2022. More info online at
www.calibuvineyard.com

ABOUT JENNIFER FARRELL
Celebrity designer and television host Jennifer Farrell is a familiar face to audiences who have enjoyed her
shows and designs for nearly two decades. Jennifer became nationally known hosting the long running A&E
home improvement series “Find & Design”. She currently hosts “Find Me a Vacation Home”, “Most Amazing
Homes” and “Behind the Gates” for AWEtv (A Wealth of Entertainment). Founder of the award-winning interior
design firm Jennifer Farrell Designs, she was named Design Visionary 2020 by The International Surface Event.
Her showcase house Diablo Ranch was featured on the Dwell on Design Home Tour, and she was the celebrity
designer for the 2018 Dwell on Design Method Home. Her work has been highlighted in Dwell, Mountain Living,
Redbook, Ebony, Entertainment Weekly, House & Garden, Ventura Blvd., Floor Covering Weekly, Sunset, Luxe
Interiors, and more. Her most popular venture has been The Jennifer Farrell Collection, featuring hundreds of
furniture and décor pieces at nearly 1,400 stores nationwide. Preview some of Jennifer’s projects online at
www.jenniferfarrelldesigns.com

ABOUT THE INTERNATIONAL SURFACE EVENT
The International Surface Event (TISE): SURFACES | StonExpo/Marmomac | TileExpo has served nearly 30 years
as an industry marketplace for floorcovering, stone, and tile businesses to come together, seek products and
services, build relationships, and develop their businesses. For more information, please visit
www.intlsurfaceevent.com. To view the sponsors of TISE, visit the industry association page on the event
website.
ABOUT INFORMA MARKETS
Informa Markets creates platforms for industries and specialist markets to trade, innovate and grow. We
provide marketplace participants around the globe with opportunities to engage, experience and do business
through face-to-face exhibitions, targeted digital services, and actionable data solutions. We connect buyers
and sellers across more than a dozen global verticals, including Pharmaceuticals, Food, Medical Technology, and
Infrastructure. As the world’s leading market-making company, we bring a diverse range of specialist markets to
life, unlocking opportunities and helping them to thrive 365 days of the year. For more information, please visit
www.informamarkets.com.
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For inquiries on The International Surface Event, contact:
Michelle Swayze
Senior Marketing Manager
The International Surface Event
Michelle.Swayze@informa.com
Event photos available on Flickr
###

Article and news release credit to TISE Tv from The International Surface Event (TISE): SURFACES | StonExpo/Marmomac
| TileExpo. The TISE TV Network, an extension of the TISE event, streams all unique TV video programming on Facebook
and online at www.TISEtv.com, offering the industry year-round product introductions, live demonstrations, industry
news and updates, and virtual and hybrid floor covering, stone and tile shopping and product sourcing event
experiences at www.TISElive.com.
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